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Saint Francis of Assisi abandoned a life of luxury for a life devoted to Christianity after reportedly
hearing the voice of God, who commanded him to rebuild the Christian church and live in
poverty. He is the patron saint of animals and the environment.Born in Italy circa 1181, Saint
Francis of Assisi was renowned for drinking and partying in his youth. After fighting in a battle
between Assisi and Perugia, Francis was captured and imprisoned for ransom. He spent nearly
a year in prison — awaiting his father's payment — and, according to legend, began receiving
visions from God. After his release from prison, Francis heard the voice of Christ, who told him to
repair the Christian Church and live a life of poverty. Consequently, he abandoned his life of
luxury and became a devotee of the faith, his reputation spreading all over the Christian world.



Saint Francis of AssisiG. K. ChestertonPublished: 1923Categorie(s): Non-Fiction, Biography &
autobiography, ReligiousAbout Chesterton:G.K. Chesterton, in full Gilbert Keith Chesterton,
(born May 29, 1874, London, England—died June 14, 1936, Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire),
English critic and author of verse, essays, novels, and short stories, known also for his exuberant
personality and rotund figure.Chesterton was educated at St. Paul’s School and later studied art
at the Slade School and literature at University College, London. His writings to 1910 were of
three kinds. First, his social criticism, largely in his voluminous journalism, was gathered in The
Defendant (1901), Twelve Types (1902), and Heretics (1905). In it he expressed strongly pro-
Boer views in the South African War. Politically, he began as a Liberal but after a brief radical
period became, with his Christian and medievalist friend Hilaire Belloc, a Distributist, favouring
the distribution of land. This phase of his thinking is exemplified by What’s Wrong with the World
(1910).His second preoccupation was literary criticism. Robert Browning (1903) was followed by
Charles Dickens (1906) and Appreciations and Criticisms of the Works of Charles Dickens
(1911), prefaces to the individual novels, which are among his finest contributions to criticism.
His George Bernard Shaw (1909) and The Victorian Age in Literature (1913) together with
William Blake (1910) and the later monographs William Cobbett (1925) and Robert Louis
Stevenson (1927) have a spontaneity that places them above the works of many academic
critics.Chesterton’s third major concern was theology and religious argument. He was converted
from Anglicanism to Roman Catholicism in 1922. Although he had written on Christianity earlier,
as in his book Orthodoxy (1909), his conversion added edge to his controversial writing, notably
The Catholic Church and Conversion (1926), his writings in G.K.’s Weekly, and Avowals and
Denials (1934). Other works arising from his conversion were St. Francis of Assisi (1923), the
essay in historical theology The Everlasting Man (1925), The Thing (1929; also published as
The Thing: Why I Am a Catholic), and St. Thomas Aquinas (1933).In his verse Chesterton was a
master of ballad forms, as shown in the stirring “Lepanto” (1911). When it was not uproariously
comic, his verse was frankly partisan and didactic. His essays developed his shrewd,
paradoxical irreverence to its ultimate point of real seriousness. He is seen at his happiest in
such essays as “On Running After One’s Hat” (1908) and “A Defence of Nonsense” (1901), in
which he says that nonsense and faith are “the two supreme symbolic assertions of truth” and “to
draw out the soul of things with a syllogism is as impossible as to draw out Leviathan with a
hook.”Many readers value Chesterton’s fiction most highly. The Napoleon of Notting Hill (1904),
a romance of civil war in suburban London, was followed by the loosely knit collection of short
stories, The Club of Queer Trades (1905), and the popular allegorical novel The Man Who Was
Thursday (1908). But the most successful association of fiction with social judgment is in
Chesterton’s series on the priest-sleuth Father Brown: The Innocence of Father Brown (1911),
followed by The Wisdom… (1914), The Incredulity… (1926), The Secret… (1927), and The
Scandal of Father Brown (1935).Chesterton’s friendships were with men as diverse as H.G.
Wells, Shaw, Belloc, and Max Beerbohm. His Autobiography was published in
1936.Summary:Francis of Assisi is, after Mary of Nazareth, the greatest saint in the Christian



calendar, and one of the most influential men in the whole of human history. By universal
acclaim, this biography by G. K. Chesterton is considered the best appreciation of Francis’s life–
the one that gets to the heart of the matter.For Chesterton, Francis is a great paradoxical figure,
a man who loved women but vowed himself to chastity; an artist who loved the pleasures of the
natural world as few have loved them, but vowed himself to the most austere poverty, stripping
himself naked in the public square so all could see that he had renounced his worldly goods; a
clown who stood on his head in order to see the world aright. Chesterton gives us Francis in his
world-the riotously colorful world of the High Middle Ages, a world with more pageantry and
romance than we have seen before or since. Here is the Francis who tried to end the Crusades
by talking to the Saracens, and who interceded with the emperor on behalf of the birds. Here is
the Francis who inspired a revolution in art that began with Giotto and a revolution in poetry that
began with Dante. Here is the Francis who prayed and danced with pagan abandon, who talked
to animals, who invented the creche.In these privileged surroundings, Francis of Assisi learned
the skills of archery, wrestling and horsemanship. He was expected to follow his father into the
family textile business but was bored by the prospect of life in the cloth trade. Instead of planning
a future as a merchant, he began daydreaming of a future as a knight; knights were Medieval
action heroes, and if Francis had any ambition, it was to be a war hero like them. It wouldn't be
long before the opportunity for warfare beckoned.In 1202 war broke between Assisi and Perugia,
and Francis eagerly took his place with the cavalry. Little did he know at the time, his experience
with war would change him forever.Francis and the men of Assisi came under heavy attack, and
in the face of superior numbers, they took flight. The whole battlefield was soon covered with the
bodies of butchered, mutilated men, screaming in agony. Most of the surviving Assisi troops
were immediately put to death.Unskilled and with no combat experience, Francis was quickly
captured by enemy soldiers. Dressed like an aristocrat and wearing expensive new armor, he
was considered worthy of a decent ransom, and the soldiers decided to spare his life. He and
the other wealthy troops were taken as prisoners, led off to a dank underground cell. Francis
would spend nearly a year in such miserable conditions — awaiting his father's payment —
during which time he may well have contracted a serious disease. Also during this time, he
would later report, he began to receive visions from God.After a year of negotiations, Francis'
ransom was accepted, and he was released from prison in 1203. When he came back to Assisi,
however, Francis was a very different man. Upon his return, he was dangerously sick in both
mind and body — a battle-fatigued casualty of war.One day, as legend has it, while riding on a
horse in the local countryside, Francis encountered a leper. Prior to the war, Francis would have
run from the leper, but on this occasion, his behavior was very different. Viewing the leper as a
symbol of moral conscience — or as Jesus incognito, according to some religious scholars —
he embraced and kissed him, later describing the experience as a feeling of sweetness in his
mouth. After this incident, Francis felt an indescribable freedom. His earlier lifestyle had lost all of
its appeal.Subsequently, Francis, now in his early 20s, began turning his focus toward God.
Instead of working, he spent an ever-increasing amount of time at a remote mountain hideaway



as well as in old, quiet churches around Assisi, praying, looking for answers, and helping nurse
lepers. During this time, while praying before an old Byzantine crucifix at the church of San
Damiano, Francis reportedly heard the voice of Christ, who told him to rebuild the Christian
Church and to live a life of extreme poverty. Francis obeyed and devoted himself to Christianity.
He began preaching around Assisi and was soon joined by 12 loyal followers.Some regarded
Francis as a madman or a fool, but others viewed him as one of the greatest examples of how to
live the Christian ideal since Jesus Christ himself. Whether he was really touched by God, or
simply a man misinterpreting hallucinations brought on by mental illness and/or poor health,
Francis of Assisi quickly became well-known throughout the Christian world.After his epiphany
at the church of San Damiano, Francis experienced another defining moment in his life. In order
to raise money to rebuild the Christian church, he sold a bolt of cloth from his father's shop,
along with his horse. His father became furious upon learning of his son's actions and
subsequently dragged Francis before the local bishop. The bishop told Francis to return his
father's money, to which his reaction was extraordinary: He stripped off his clothes, and along
with them, returned the money back to his father, declaring that God was now the only father he
recognized. This event is credited as Francis' final conversion, and there is no indication that
Francis and his father ever spoke again thereafter.The bishop gave Francis a rough tunic, and
dressed in these new humble clothes, Francis left Assisi. Unluckily for him, the first people he
met on the road were a group of dangerous thieves, who beat him badly. Despite his wounds,
Francis was elated. From now on, he would live according to the Gospel.Francis' embrace of
Christ-like poverty was a radical notion at the time. The Christian church was tremendously rich,
much like the people heading it, which concerned Francis and many others, who felt that the
long-held apostolic ideals had eroded. Francis set out on a mission to restore Jesus Christ's
own, original values to the now-decadent church. With his incredible charisma, he drew
thousands of followers to him. They listened to Francis' sermons and joined in his way of life; his
followers became known as Franciscan friars.Continuously pushing himself in the quest for
spiritual perfection, Francis was soon preaching in up to five villages per day, teaching a new
kind of emotional and personal Christian religion that everyday people could understand. He
even went so far as to preach to animals, which garnered criticism from some and earned him
the nickname "God's fool." But Francis' message was spread far and wide, and thousands of
people were captivated by what they heard.In 1224 Francis reportedly received a vision that left
him with the stigmata of Christ — marks resembling the wounds Jesus Christ suffered when he
was crucified, through his hands and the gaping lance wound in his side. This made Francis the
first person to receive the holy wounds of the stigmata. They would remain visible for the rest of
his life. Because of his earlier work treating lepers, some believe that the wounds were actually
symptoms of leprosy.As Francis approached his death, many predicted that he was a saint in the
making. When his health began to decline more rapidly, Francis went home. Knights were sent
from Assisi to guard him and to make sure that no one from neighboring towns would carry him
off (the body of a saint was viewed, at the time, as an extremely valuable relic that would bring,



among many things, glory to the town where it rested).Francis of Assisi died on October 3, 1226,
at the age of 44, in Assisi, Italy. Today, Francis has a lasting resonance with millions of followers
across the globe. He was canonized as a saint just two years after his death, on July 16, 1228,
by his former protector, Pope Gregory IX. Today, St. Francis of Assisi is the patron saint for
ecologists — a title honoring his boundless love for animals and nature. In 2013, Cardinal Jorge
Mario Bergogli chose to honor St. Francis by taking his name, becoming Pope
Francis.Chapter1THE PROBLEM OF ST. FRANCISA sketch of St. Francis of Assisi in modern
English may be written in one of three ways. Between these the writer must make his selection;
and the third way, which is adopted here, is in some respects the most difficult of all. At least, it
would be the most difficult if the other two were not impossible.First, he may deal with this great
and most amazing man as a figure in secular history and a model of social virtues. He may
describe this divine demagogue as being, as he probably was, the world's one quite sincere
democrat. He may say (what means very little) that St. Francis was in advance of his age. He
may say (what is quite true) that St. Francis anticipated all that is most liberal and sympathetic in
the modern mood; the love of nature; the love of animals; the sense of social compassion; the
sense of the spiritual dangers of prosperity and even of property. All those things that nobody
understood before Wordsworth were familiar to St. Francis. All those things that were first
discovered by Tolstoy could have been taken for granted by St Francis. He could be presented,
not only as a human but a humanitarian hero; indeed as the first hero of humanism. He has been
described as a sort of morning star of the Renaissance. And in comparison with all these things,
his ascetical theology can be ignored or dismissed as a contempory accident, which was
fortunately not a fatal accident. His religion can be regarded as a superstition, but an inevitable
superstition, from which not even genius could wholly free itself; in the consideration of which it
would be unjust to condemn St. Francis for his self denial or unduly chide him for his chastity. It is
quite true that even from so detached a standpoint his stature would still appear heroic. There
would still be a great deal to be said about the man who tried to end the Crusades by talking to
the Saracens or who interceded with the Emporer for the birds. The writer might describe in a
purely historical spirit the whole of the Franciscan inspiration that was felt in the painting of
Giotto, in the poetry of Dante, in the miracle plays that made possible the modern drama, and in
so many things that are already appreciated by the modern culture. He may try to do it, as others
have done, almost without raising any religious question at all. In short, he may try to tell the
story of a saint without God; which is like being told to write the life of Nansen and forbidden to
mention the North Pole.Second, he may go to the opposite extreme, and decide, as it were, to
be defiantly devotional. He may make the theological enthusiasm as thoroughly the theme as it
was the theme of the first Franciscans. He may treat religion as the real thing that it was to the
real Francis of Assisi. He can find an austere joy, so to speak, in parading the paradoxes of
asceticism and all the topsy-turveydom of humility. He can stamp the whole history with the
Stigmata, record fasts like fights against a dragon; till in the vague modern mind St Francis is as
dark a figure as St. Dominic. In short, he can produce what many in our world will regard as a



sort of photographic negative; the reversal of all lights and shades; what the foolish will find as
impenetrable as darkness and even many of the wise will find almost as invisible as if it were
written in silver upon white. Such a study of St. Francis would be unintelligible to anyone who
does not share his religion, perhaps only partly intelligible to anyone who does not share his
vocation. According to degrees of judgement, it will be regarded as something too bad or too
good for the world. The only difficulty about doing the thing in this way is that it cannot be done. It
would really require a saint to write about the life of a saint. In the present case the objections to
such a course are insuperable.Third, he may try to do what I have tried to do here; and as I have
already suggested, the course has peculiar problems of its own. The writer may put himself in
the position of the ordinary modern outsider and enquirer; as indeed the present writer is still
largely and was once entirely in that position. He may start from the standpoint of a man who
already admires St. Francis, but only for those things which such a man finds admirable. In other
words he may assume that the reader is at least as enlightened as Renan or Matthew Arnold;
but in the light of that enlightenment he may try to illimunate what Renan and Matthew Arnold
left dark. He may try to use what is understood to explain what is not understood. He may try to
say to the modern English reader: "Here is an historical character which is admittedly attractive
to many of us already, by its gaiety, its romantic imagination, its spiritual courtesy and
cameraderie, but which also contains elements (evidently equally sincere and emphatic) which
seem to you quite remote and repulsive. But after all, this man was a man and not half a dozen
men. What seems inconsistency to you did not seem inconsistency to him. Let us see whether
we can understand, with the help of the existing understanding, these other things that now
seem to be doubly dark, by their intrinsic gloom and their ironic contrast." I do not mean, of
course, that I can really reach a psychological completeness in this crude and curt outline. But I
mean that this is the only controversial condition that I shall here assume; that I am dealing with
the sympathetic outsider. I shall not assume any more or any less agreement than this. A
materialist may not care whether the inconsistencies are reconciled or not. A Catholic may not
see any inconsistencies to reconcile. But I am here addressing the ordinary common man,
sympathetic but sceptical, and I can only rather hazily hope that, by approaching the great
saint's story through what is evidently picturesque and popular about it, I may at least leave the
reader understanding a little more than he did before of the consistency of a complete character;
that by approaching it in this way, we may at least get a glimmering of why the poet who praised
his lord the sun, often hid himself in a dark cavern, of why the saint who was so gentle with his
Brother the Wolf was so harsh to his Brother the Ass (as he nicknamed his own body), of why
the troubadour who said that love set his heart on fire separated himself from women, of why the
singer who rejoiced in the strength and gaiety of the fire deliberately rolled himself in the snow,
of why the very song which cries with all the passion of a pagan, "Praised be God for our Sister,
Mother Earth, which brings forth varied fruits and grass and glowing flowers," ends almost with
the words "Praised be God for our Sister, the death of the body."Renan and Matthew Arnold
failed utterly at this test. They were content to follow Francis with their praises until they were



stopped by their prejudices; the stubborn prejudices of the sceptic. The moment Francis began
to do something they did not understand or did not like, they did not try to understand, still less
to like it; they simply turned their backs on the whole business and "walked no more with him."
No man will get any further along a path of historical enquiry in that fashion. These skeptics are
really driven to drop the whole subject in despair, to leave the most simple and sincere of all
historical characters as a mass of contradiction, to be praised on the principle of the curate's
egg. Arnold refers to the asceticism of Alverno almost hurriedly, as if it were an unlucky but
undeniable blot on the beauty of the story; or rather as if it were a pitiable break-down and
bathos at the end of story. Now this is simply to be stone-blind to the whole point of any story. To
represent Mount Alverno as the mere collapse of Francis is exactly like representing Mount
Calvary as the mere collapse of Christ. Those mountains are mountains, whatever else they are,
and it is nonsense to say (like the Red Queen) that they are comparitive hollows or negative
holes in the ground. They were quite manifestly meant to be culminations and landmarks. To
treat the Stigmata as a sort of scandal, to be touched on tenderly but with pain, is exactly like
treating the original five wounds of Jesus Christ as five blots on his character. You may dislike
the idea of asceticism; you may dislike equally the idea of martyrdom; for that matter you may
have an honest and natural dislike of the whole conception of sacrifice symbolised by the cross.
But if it is an intelligent dislike, you will retain the capacity for seeing the point of the story; the
story of a martyr or even the story of a monk. You will not be able rationally to read the Gospel
and regard the Crucifixion as an afterthought or an anti-climax or an accident in the life of Christ;
it is obviously the point of the story like the point of a sword, the sword that pierced the heart of
the Mother of God.And you will not be able rationally to read the story of a man presented as a
Mirror of Christ without understanding his final phase as a Man of Sorrows, and at least
artistically appreciating the appropriatness of his receiving, in a cloud of mystery and isolation,
inflicted by no human hand, the unhealed everlasting wounds that heal the world.The practical
reconciliation of the gaiety and austerity I must leave the story itself to suggest. But since I have
mentioned Matthew Arnold and Renan and the rationalistic admirers of St. Francis, I will here
give a hint of what it seems to me most advisable for such readers to keep in mind. These
distinguished writers found things like the Stigmata a stumbling block because to them a religion
was a philosophy. It was an impersonal thing; and it is only the most personal passion that
provides here an approximate earthly parallel. A man will not roll in the snow for a stream of
tendency by which all things fulfil the law of their being. He will not go without food in the name of
something, not ourselves, that makes for righteousness. He will do things like this, or pretty like
this, under quite a different impulse. He will do these things when he is in love. The first fact to
realise about St Francis is involved with the first fact with which his story starts; that when he
said from the first that he was a Troubadour, and said later that he was a Troubadour of a newer
and nobler romance, he was not using a mere metaphor, but understood himself much better
than the scholars understand him. He was, to the last agonies of asceticism, a Troubadour. He
was a Lover. He was a lover of God and he was really and truly a lover of men; possibly a much



rarer mystical vocation. A lover of men is very nearly the opposite of a philanthropist; indeed the
pedantry of the Greek word carries something like a satire on itself. A philanthropist may be said
to love anthropoids. But as St. Francis did not love humanity but men, so he did not love
Christianity but Christ. Say, if you think so, that he was a lunatic loving an imaginary person; but
an imaginary person, not an imaginary idea. And for the modern reader the clue to the
asceticism and all the rest can be found in the stories of lovers when they seemed to be rather
like lunatics. Tell it as the tale of one of the Troubadours, and the wild things he would do for his
lady, and the whole of the modern puzzle disappears. In such a romance there would be no
contradiction between the poet gathering flowers in the sun and enduring a freezing vigil in the
snow, between his praising all earthly and bodily beauty and then refusing to eat, and between
his glorifying gold and purple and perversely going in rags, between his showing pathetically a
hunger for a happy life and a thirst for a heroic death. All these riddles would be easily be
resolved in the simplicity of any noble love; only this was so noble a love that nine out of ten men
have hardly even heard of it. We shall see later that this parallel of the earthly lover has a very
practical relation to the problems of his life, as to his relations with his father and his friends and
their families. The modern reader will almost always find that if he could only find this kind of love
as a reality, he could feel this kind of extravagance as a romance. But I only note it here as a
preliminary point because, though it is very far from being the final truth in the matter, it is the
best approach to it. The reader cannot even begin to see the sense of a story that may well
seem to him a very wild one, until he understands that to this great mystic his religion was not a
thing like a theory but a thing like a love affair. And the only purpose of this prefatory chapter is to
explain the limits of the present book; which is only addressed to that part of the modern world
which finds in St. Francis a certain modern difficulty; which can admire him yet hardly accept
him, or which can appreciate the saint almost without the sanctity. And my only claim even to
attempt such a task is that I myself have for so long been in various stages of such a condition.
Many thousand things that I now partly comprehend I should have thought utterly
incomprehensible, many things I now hold sacred I should have scouted as utterly superstitious,
many things that seem to me lucid and enlightened now they are seen from the inside I should
honestly have called dark and barbarous seen from the outside, when long ago in those days of
boyhood my fancy first caught fire with the glory of Francis of Assisi. I too have lived in Arcady;
but even in Arcady I met one walking in a brown habit who loved the woods better than Pan. The
figure in the brown habit stands above the hearth in the room where I write, and alone among
many such images, at no stage of my pilgrimage has he ever seemed to me a stranger. There is
something of a harmony between the hearth and the firelight and my own first pleasure in his
words about the brother fire; for he stands far enough back in my memory to mingle with all
those more domestic dreams of the first days. Even the fantastic shadows thrown by fire make a
sort of shadow pantomine that belongs to the nursery; yet the shadows were even then the
shadows of his favourite beast and birds, as he saw them, grotesque but haloed with the love of
God. His Brother Wolf and Brother Sheep seemed then almost like the Brer Fox and Brer Rabbit



of a more Christian Uncle Remus. I have come slowly to see many more marvellous aspects of
such a man, but I have never lost that one. His figure stands on a sort of bridge connecting my
boyhood with my conversion to many other things; for the romance of his religion has penetrated
even the rationalism of that vague Victorian time. In so far as I have had this experience, I may
be able to lead others a little further along that road; but only a very little further. Nobody knows
better than I do now that it is a road upon which angels might fear to tread; but though I am
certain of failure I am not altogether overcome by fear; for he suffered fools gladly.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Less about the Saint, and more about the Faith.. Chesterton's description
of St Francis is intended by his own admission as only an introduction to the life of this surprising
catholic. It is not a definitive biography. It is a beautiful celebratory description of the impact of
Francis on the Church and the revelations about the tolerance and depth of orthodox Catholic
belief revealing itself in the actual event of St Francis. Chesterton does not speak so much of
Francis and he speaks of what he meant in the context of a humane and living Church emerging
from the Middle ages. He does not quote what Francis says, but of what Francis would mean to
a modern Christian. This book is more about the depth of Christian belief than the life of the
Saint and because of the soulfulness of Chesterton's prose makes much of what is said about St
Francis seem superficial. Reading another biography of St Francis first may be helpful in more
fully understanding this book.”

Thomas Y. Hiter, “Chesterton's St. Francis. G. K. Chesterton was one of the most profound
thinkers and writers of his era. St. Francis was one of the most important religious practitioners
of all time. Put the two together and you have little choice but to be amazed on nearly every
page. If you already know a lot about St. Francis, you'll enjoy reading Chesterton's take on the
great Saint. If you are just discovering Francis, Chesterton is your best possible choice for a
guide.”

H. Tindell, “Gift for an adult. Ordered from the gift list.”

C. Medine, “A Nice Edition of a Classic. I like this edition of Chesterton's Francis of Assisi. The
print is large and there are ample margins to write in. I bought a few for gifts. Chesterton's
biography is part biography, part thought on being modern people. It is a difficult but good read,
and this is an edition for a reasonable price for a classic work.”

Br. John Ryan, OSF, “Four Stars. A classic!”

Daniel, “Five Stars. This is a very good read. Now I understand St. Francis of Assisi better.”

Granny S., “G.K. Chesterton. it is a good but I haven't had much time to go through this book.
Looking forward to reading this book.”

Socrates, “Essential reading.. A beautiful interpretation of a beautiful life lived in adoration of our
Saviour. I have re-read this in true appreciation.”

Tim Brennan, “Chesterton was way ahead of his time in terms of .... Chesterton was way ahead
of his time in terms of biographical writing. He positions himself not only through the eyes of the



reader but also into the mediaeval mind and context. As a convert to Catholicism he is not driven
by sentimentality and so this book offers the C21st reader with an alternative vantage point by
which to question our own global culture.”
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